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Labour from the Socialist Party, and then form a sort of
6 Labour' party by uniting the Confederation with the
6 national 5 syndicates which were springing up everywhere.
Independence, which, as he wrote on July 2, would separate
the Confederation c from all socialist and non-socialist
parties' and would mean s a step forward towards the
realization of a united proletariat and the creation of a
Labour Party which would minimize the importance of
the socialist political parties \ Mussolini was resuscitating
in the new conditions created by the initial success of fascism
the plan he had had in mind during the early months of
19ig.1 For the success of this manoeuvre the fascist move-
ment must not be transformed into a political party, or
there would be no room for the c Labour Party ' and
Mussolini's aims would be endangered. For it would be far
easier to form a coalition government with the Confedera-
tion chiefs and some of the fascist leaders on the common
platform of a Labour Party, than with a Fascist Party,
aiming at the creation of a new syndical organization to
do away with and replace the General Confederation of
Labour. Hence, Mussolini declared that he was absolutely
opposed to the transformation of the fascist movement into
a political party.
Once started in this direction Mussolini could not turn
back, for he was eager for power. On July 19 the parlia-
mentary fascist group, which was, as was to be expected,
the right wing of the movement, voted for a resolution in
favour of conciliation. After this vote, which he had him-
self brought about, Mussolini declared that he considered
himself personally pledged and that his c line of conduct
as far as fascism was concerned ' depended on future events.
The fascists were not to be afraid of forced inactivity after
the end of the civil war, for fascism c must agitate for the
settlement of the formidable problems of Italy's expansion
in the world 9.
Various signs warned Mussolini, always on the alert, that
he must hurry. Amongst the workers a move towards a
united front had begun, and red fighting groups, the arditi
del popoloy paraded the streets of Rome for the first time at
1 P. 25-

